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1. Met het aannemen van DLCA-modellen alsdestandaard voor colloïdale aggregatie wordt aan
het doel van zulke modellen totaal voorbijgegaan.
ditproefschrift, Hoofdstuk 2
2. Een fractale struktuurbeschrijving van deeltjesgelen is onvolledig indien men inde beschrijving
volstaat met defractale dimensionaliteit.
ditproefschrift, Hoofdstuk 4 en5
3. Zelfs als eigenschappen van een deeltjesgel zich niet louter metde fractale dimensionaliteit laten
beschrijven kan een fractale struktuurbeschrijving nog steeds waarde hebben.
ditproefschrift, Hoofdstuk 4 en5
4. Verdichting kan gepaard gaan met een afname van defractale dimensionaliteit.
ditproefschrift, Hoofdstuk 5
5. Gelering bij hoge volumefractie (<|) >0.2) kan gepaard gaan metgaten van velemalen de
deeltjesgrootte zolang er voldoendereorganisatie optreedt.
B.H. Bijsterbosch, M.T.A. Bos,E.Dickinson, J.H.J,van Opheusden,P. Walstra,Faraday
Discuss. 101 51-64, 1995
6. Het DLCA-model geeft hoogstens argumenten dat aggregatieuiteindelijk leidt tot een
gepercoleerd netwerk; spinodale ontmenging geeft hoogstens argumenten dat aggregatie
uiteindelijk leidt tot verdichting. Een deeltjesgel is het resultaat van deze tegenstrijdige
argumenten.
ditproefschrift, Hoofdstuk 2
7. Deeltjesgelen zoals gesimuleerd metBrownse Dynamica geven anomale,ofwel stijgende
multifractale spectra. Dit resultaat is geen gevolg van een programmeerfout en toont aan dat de
theorie die beweert dat multifractale spectra altijd dalend zijn, onjuist is.
J.H.J.van Opheusden, M.T.A. Bos, G.vanderKaaden,PhysicaA227 183-196, 1996

2^Û4

8. Voor het bereiken van een zo hoog mogelijke resolutie in scanning-microscopie zijn
opnamecapaciteit en signaal-ruisverhouding doorslaggevend, niet degolflengte van het licht of
de apertuur van het objectief.
ditproefschrift, Hoofdstuk 3
9. De veronderstelling dat elke goedejurist dewet van buiten kentis equivalent aan de
veronderstelling dat elke goede chemicus het "CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics"
moeiteloos opdreunt.
10. Straatmuzikanten spelen veelal muziek uit dezestigerjaren omdat er aan publiek dat deze tijd
bewust heeft meegemaakt het meeste te verdienen valt.
11. Het opstaan tijdens applaus bij concert- en theaterbezoek isgeen blijk vanerkenning dat het een
uitzonderlijk mooie uitvoering was,maar van dewens zich nietdoor anderen het uitzicht te laten
benemen.
12. In veel industrieel onderzoek loopt empirie vooruit opinzicht; het feit dat empirisch onderzoek
beter te plannen is,speelt daarin een belangrijke rol.
13. Omdat het wettelijk niet is toegestaan omeen octrooi naderhand tegeneraliseren, zal het door de
werkgever verstrekken van een bonus pertoegekend octrooi een inefficiënte strategie blijken.
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1.General Introduction
1.1Gels
Gels areperhaps best introduced by probing them with one's own hands;simple hair setting gel will
serve as an excellent study material for this.The way agel reacts to manual or mechanical probing
shows that it is neither completely liquid (but can nevertheless flow), nor completely solid (but is
nevertheless elastic up to a certain yield stress). Indeed, the rheological definition of a gel is
straightforward: it is amaterial that exhibits ayield stress,viscoelastic properties and has amoderate
modulus (i.e.< 10 6 Pa)'.
The practical importance of materials that are neither liquid nor solid can be seen from its use in
foods. Here it can bevery desirable toexploit both liquid-like and solid-like properties inone single
product.Jelly,for instance,whichisasweetdessert madefrom sweetened waterand pectin,givesthe
consumer an impression of eating something substantial even though it consists for more than95%
by weight of water. Unlike water, it can becut into slices and chewed; yet one need not apply much
pressurebefore ityields,henceitcanbeswallowed easily.
The reason for the peculiar rheology of gels lies in their structure. Gels consist of interconnected
material, i.e.anetwork of material, dispersed inafluid. Elasticity of thematerial causes elasticity of
the gel as a whole. The network consists of cross-linked subunits, which can be torn apart by
applying alargeenough strain.Above acertain stress applied tothegel,disruption ofcross-links will
destroy the network, causing the gel to flow. In the case ofjelly, the subunits are polymeric pectin
molecules, which become cross-linked upon cooling by the formation of microcrystalline regions.
Because the network is made from cross-linked polymers, jelly is called a polymer gel. Polymer
molecules in agood solvent can haveavery large spatial extent, i.e. the sizeof adissolved molecule
can exceed the sizeof acrystalline moleculebyoneorderof magnitude ormore.Forthisreason, the
formation of a network, and therefore a gel, is possible even when very little dry material is used.
Many food gels are made from polymeric material in a similar way as jelly. Examples of food
polymer gelsareagargels (used in setting soup)andgelatin gels(used inpuddings).

1.2Particlegels
As described above, an essential element of gel structure is a network consisting of cross-linked
subunits. In particle gels these subunits are particles, cross-linked through interparticle bonds. An
example of aparticle gel is fat, which can be obtained by cooling amixture of triglyceride oils.Fat
essentially consists of anetwork of triglyceride crystals dispersed in liquid triglyceride oil. Sintering

of adjacent crystals gives the network its strength, with leads to fat plasticity. Another important
exampleof aparticle gel isamilkorcaseinate gel.Milk containscasein micelles,which are spherical
particles of about 120nmaverage diameter, sterically stabilised by K-casein molecules.When rennet
is added to milk, aproteolytic enzyme removes the stabilising layer, causing the casein micelles to
aggregate, i.e.stick and form clusters.Theresult of this, shown in Figure 1.1,is a network of crosslinked strands.

Figure 1.1:Micrograph ofacasein gel;42by42(im.
The facts that both the casein micelles and the cross-links between them are deformable, and that
bonds between casein particlescanbebroken, lead toviscoelasticity and afinite yield stress, i.e.gellike behaviour.

1.3 Aggregation and gelation
In a stable colloidal suspension, the effective interaction between particles is repulsive, so there will
beneither cross-links between particles noraconnected network.Upondéstabilisation,particles will
start to form bonds,but this will not always lead to the formation of aparticle gel. Instead of agel,
aggregation often produces a compact structure which either creams or precipitates. To answer the
question "will an aggregating suspension of particles form a particle gel or not; and if so, what will
be the gel structure?", we need to understand the aggregation process and the cross-linking of

particles to form a connected network. Because the aggregation is a non-equilibrium process, it can
beappreciated thatthisis adifficult problem.
The introduction of fractal aggregation models2' 3. has given research on particle gelation a
formidable impulse. It has been recognised by Bremer4 that these aggregation models must
eventually result inaconnected network ofparticles,i.e.agel,regardless of particle volume fraction
or interaction details. This has led tofractal scaling laws, which have proven quite useful in
explainingproperties ofgels, like viscoelasticity.
In this study we will use the understanding as presented in Bremer's thesis to revisit the question
mentioned above. This discussion is initiated in Chapter 2, which may be regarded as the scientific
introduction to this thesis. In Chapter 2 we attempt to form a connection between equilibrium
thermodynamics and fractal aggregation models.We will use two techniques: microscopy to study
the structure of particle gels, and computer simulation toinvestigate particle gelation models.Both
techniques are used tovisualise particle gels and toquantify their structure.The type of microscopy
isconfocal scanning microscopy, which isespecially suited for athreedimensional study.Computer
simulations are used as atool for identifying aggregation mechanisms;here thevisualisation initself
is straightforward.
In terms of practical relevance, the structure of a particle gel translates into porosity and into
viscoelastic properties of thegel.Aclearerconnection between aggregation models andgel structure
will contribute to more control over products, from which many applications, most notably foods,
can benefit.

1.4. Contentsofthisthesis
Chapter2of thisthesisintroduces aggregation andgelation ofparticles aswell asfractal aggregation
models. Chapters 3and 4 introduce and apply confocal scanning microscopy as a tool for studying
the structure of particle gels madefrom threedifferent model colloids.InChapters 5and 6Brownian
Dynamics Simulations are used asatoolfor forming abetterconnection between aggregation andgel
structure.Finally,chapter 7summarises andgeneralises theconclusions ofall previouschapters.

Literature
'

P.Walstra, inFoodChemistry, editedbyO.R.Fennema (MarcelDekker,Ine,New York, 1996),
p.95.

2 F.Family and D.P.Landau, Kineticsofaggregation andgelation(North-Holland, Amsterdam,
1984).
3 T.Vicsek, Fractalgrowthphenomena (WorldScientific, Singapore, 1992).
4 L.G.B.Bremer, (Wageningen AgriculturalUniversity,TheNetherlands, 1992).

2.Theory ofaggregation andgelation

2.1Aggregation andphaseseparation
2.1.1 Introduction
Monodisperse colloidal suspensions can be regarded as idealised models for molecular systems.
Depending on their interactions they can undergo phase transitions like thegas-liquid transition1, or
they can crystallize2. To be more precise, for colloidal systems one canfindphase diagrams which,
similar tophase diagrams for molecular systems,describe theirthermodynamic state asafunction of
density (or volume fraction) and temperature. Although it is difficult to condense all colloidal
interactions into a single parameter named "temperature", this has in some cases shown to be
possible34. An example of a part of the phase diagram of a simple molecular substance is given in
figure 2.1,using arbitrary units for both thetemperatureT,and thevolume fraction <p (orrather the
density p).

1I
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Figure 2.1:Equilibrium phasediagram.
In figure 2.1,we concentrate on the liquid-vapour coexistence region, because it suffices to explain
the salient behaviour. The curves shown areboundaries between the stable and the unstable regions,
the outer one is the binodal, the inner one the spinodal curve. Above the binodal we have a stable
fluid phase.Upon cooling a system of acertain volume fraction, themetastable orunstable region is
reached. Inthemetastable region,thesystem may stay inahomogeneous supersaturated vapour state
for arelatively longtime, untilitnucleates into liquid droplets dispersed inagaseous surrounding.If
wecool rapidly enough to move below the spinodal curve the unstable region is reached, and phase

Separation starts spontaneously, as the formation of dense droplets is not hindered by a free energy
barrier. The minimum free energy state of the system at volume fraction (p0 quenched at a low
temperature 71 willbeamacroscopic phase separation oftwostates:aliquid state atvolume fraction
<P\ in thermodynamic equilibrium with its vapour of volume fraction <pv.This is indicated by the
horizontal dashed line in the figure. During phase separation, particles within dense regions of
volume fraction Ç\ arenearertoeach otherthan before, andcan therefore aggregate easily.
For a colloidal suspension we can also use the phase diagram as a guideline for aggregation. It is
important to realise, however, that the equilibrium phase diagram does not tell us how, nor in how
much time this minimum inthefree energy willbeachieved.Microscopically, condensation must be
achieved by aggregation of molecules or particles. Especially in the case of colloidal suspensions,
where the dynamics of particles are governed by irregular Brownian motion and short-ranged
interparticle forces, we can expect the condensation to be a non-trivial dynamic process. If <p0 is
muchsmaller than q>\, particlesmust travel large distances before "liquid droplets"canbe formed.

2.1.2Aggregation: microscopic dynamics
A system which is thermodynamically unstable will tend to show growing spatial density
fluctuations5. For an unstable colloidal system with attractive interactions, particles will move into
interaction range due to inertial or Brownian motion, and form clusters connected through bonds.
Both the bonding and the unbonding probabilities depend on the particle interactions and volume
fraction. During the aggregation process,thedistribution of cluster sizes will gradually shift towards
largerclusters.
Aproblem in reaching the global minimum in the free energy is that the growth of clusters through
diffusion tends to produce tenuous structures. Indeed, if the bonding is irreversible, models exist
predicting that growing clusters arefractals, i.e. theclusters becomeever moretenuous as they grow.
Therefore the way by which clusters grow locally opposes the global tendency to form compact
zones of volume fraction ç>j.This means that theglobal minimum infree energy will not bereached
unless tenuous clusters reorganise to form more bonds and hence more compact clusters. Note that
for strictly irreversible bonding the inherent history dependence of the aggregation process prevents
description of the system in terms of thermodynamics, and the concept of aphase diagram becomes
quite useless.Wewillinthe second partof thischapter describehowonecantreat suchsystems.

2.1.3Cluster reorganisation
Strong bonds clearly obstruct reorganisation of tenuous (i.e.open) clusters.Even though the system
can gain energy by the formation of more bonds, the breaking of bonds can require a greater
activation energy than the system willbeabletoproduce within reasonable time.Forcondensationof
argon, the interactions between the atoms are reversible enough to allow for enough cluster
reorganisation. For many colloidal systems, however, bond formation leads totheforming of strong
cohesive or even covalent bonds. With the breaking of these bonds, large amounts of energy are
involved. Only external forces like gravity or shear can continuously provide the system with this
energy.If such forces arenot present,thesystem will attain afrozen-in non-equilibrium structurethat
changes only very slowly.

2.1.4Particle gels
In colloidal systems where, upon déstabilisation, bond formation is irreversible and external forces
are absent, particle gels are formed. The structure of such particle gels is a space-spanning network
made of cross-linked tenuous clusters. In this network, which itself can be thought of as a single
percolating cluster, theidentity of theearlier clusters islost.Thescenario described above leading to
a frozen-in non-equilibrium structure may very well be the way by which these gels are formed: a
logical consequence of aggregation irreversibly obstructed bytheformation of tenuous clusters.This
isapossible basisfor athermodynamical understanding of particle gelation.
To understand the formation of a frozen-in non-equilibrium structure we need to know more about
thegeometry of clusters.The geometry of larger clusters hasbeen succesfully described using fractal
models.Thefollowing section willexplain thesemodels.

2.2Fractal geometry ofclusters

2.2.1 Fractal objects
Wegive anexample of afractal object infigure 2.2.

HHMHä'x$Hh1§*^',

Figure 2.2:Fractal object.
The object in figure 2.2 is called a deterministic fractal object, because it is generated following a
well-defined iterativealgorithm.Thisalgorithm isshown infigure2.3:

object=particle

1

<Joinfiveobjects
inacross-shapedway

Î
object =cross

->
Figure 2.3.Fractal algorithm.

Evidently, an object generated by following this algorithm for a number of iterations has a selfsimilar structure.Wecannowstudy thenumberofparticlesNintheobject asafunction ofthe object
dimensionlesssizeL(expressed asthenumberofparticles alongthemain axesofthecross).Wefind
that forthe7-th iteration:
L=v

. U j v =zr'n<5>/ln<3>W'

(i)

Equation (1) predicts universal scaling regardless ofy .Theconstant scaling exponent df(value =
1.465) is a fingerprint of the type of recurrence present in the algorithm in figure 2.3.For closepacked objects built from particles,TV scales asLtothepower 2(intwodimensions) or 3(in three
dimensions). Theobject in figure 2.2has anon-integer scaling exponent, which is for this reason
called thefractal dimensionality.Theobject itself iscalled afractal.
Fortheobject infigure 2.2wecandefine adimensionless particlenumberdensity p p:
ppS^

= Ld'-2

Because df issmaller than 2, p_ decreases asafunction ofL, which canalso beseen infigure2.2.
Generally wecansaythat thelarger thesize ofafractal object, themore tenuous itis,provided the
fractal dimensionality islessthanthenumberofdimensions theobject isembeddedin.
Many iterative algorithms like figure 2.3 have been proposed to construct deterministic fractal
objects; therelated fractal dimensionalities areeithercalculated asin(1),ormeasured astheslopeof
a double logarithmic plot ofN versus L.Iterative algorithms canalso introduce randomness, when,
for instance, thejoining depends onarandom number. Inthis case theobject is called a stochastic
fractal.

2.2.2Diffusion limited aggregation
A special iterative algorithm that is of interest to aggregation phenomena is the Diffusion Limited
Aggregation6 (DLA)algorithm, whichisgiven infigure2.4:

(2)

Fix one particle
at Che origin

Place new particle at random
position far from the origin

Randomly move the particle

Pull new particle back
until surfaces just touch and
fix position; new particle is
now a member of the cluster

Figure 2.4.DLA-algorithm.
Alattice version of the DLA-algorithm has been implemented on acomputer to generate clustersof
morethan 10 particles.Anexample of such aDLA-clusterintwodimensions isgiven infigure 2.5.

Figure 2.5:DLA-cluster, generated onasquarelattice.
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Analysis has shown6 that DLA-clusters are stochastic fractal objects with afractal dimensionality of
1.7 in two dimensions and 2.4 in three dimensions. The fact that the very tenuous cluster shown in
Figure 2.5 can bequite well defined using afractal model isencouraging. The question which arises
is: can colloidal aggregation be modelled with algorithms comparable toDLA with a corresponding
fractal dimensionality?

2.2.3Diffusion limited cluster aggregation
Formodelling colloidal aggregation, theDLA-algorithm isunrealistic because ofthenotion of aseed
particle and the sequential addition of new particles. A more realistic algorithm was introduced by
Meakin and Kolb in 1983 78 . This algorithm, depicted in figure 2.6, is called Diffusion Limited
Cluster Aggregation (DLCA).

Make initial configuration
ofNparticles inbox

i

<-

Randomly moveallpart

ides

^^ Overlap between^ •. no
^ \ ^ two pa rticles? ,

yes

!Pull particles back
!surfaces just touch;
P article with a
;c ^efficient

until
create

-»

scaled diffusi on

Figure 2.6:DLCA-algorithm.
Simulation results show that the DLCA-algorithm yields clusters which are fractal objects, with a
fractal dimensionality of 1.4 intwodimensions and 1.8 inthreedimensions.
An important aspect of the DLCA-algorithm is the treatment of clusters as scaled particles, with a
scaled diffusion coefficient. Theclusterdiffusion coefficient Dc iscalculated byusingascalinglaw:

12
Dc ~ Nv
with O< v < 1.Itwasfound6 that thefractal dimensionality doesnotdepend onthediffusion scaling
exponent v. This suggests that the results of the DLCA-algorithm are insensitive to aggregation
details, and that therefore the DLCA-dimensionality can be regarded a universal physical constant.
Assuming this to be the case, it is expected that for an aggregating colloid the DLCA-algorithm is
generic enough topredict the fractal structure of clusters,and that discrepancies between theory and
experiment donotreally changethefractal properties.Inother words,the sameuniversality observed
inDLCA-calculationsisalsoexpected for anaggregating colloid.
TheDLCA-algorithm hasbecome widely used asamodel for colloidal aggregation. Ithasbeen used
in particular by Walstra9, Bremer 1011 and Rouw3 as a model for particle gelation. Bremer has
recognised that DLCA must eventually lead to the formation of one very large cluster containing all
the particles in the system. This can be understood as follows. For a growing DLCA-cluster,
Equation (2) holds, only there is a lower bound to p p . This bound is determined by the number
density for thewhole system p„.When allDLCA-clustershave a p p equal to p„,thevolume of the
system is completely filled with clusters. When then p p for clusters has to become less than p„,
clusters must overlap. The DLCA-algorithm only allows for a limited degree of interpénétration of
clusters: when two interpenetrating clusters overlap, they simply form a bond to become a new
cluster. Summarising, DLCA-clusters grow individually until their p p becomes p 0 , after which they
allconnect to one cluster containing all particles.This one cluster isnot afractal object; it is aclose
packing of many fractal sub-clusters with (average) size L given by (2) with p0 substituted for p p .
According to this model, there will not be a nonzero number density for which gelation becomes
impossible: Lsimply increases as p„ decreases.
The DLCA algorithm provides a suitable and simple model to describe the early stages of particle
aggregation and consecutive gelation. It leads to an open, fractal structure with a fractal
dimensionality that should be in the range of 1.7 to 1.9 approximately. Slightly different values can
alsobefound, depending ontheinitial volumefraction. After allDLCA is amodel for which only in
the limit of large cluster size and dilute initial systems the standard type of fractal scaling is found.
Small clusters or overlapping clusters close to gelation can and probably will yield different values.
On the other hand the occurrence of a fractal structure with a dimensionality in the right ball-park
doesnot imply that theparticles have aggregated according toamechanism similar toDLCA.Other
mechanisms (e.g. spinodal decomposition) and hence other models may also yield such structures.
The main point we want to stress is that one needs specific dynamical models to describe the early
stages of thephase separation process of the thermodynamically unstable suspension, and we simply
use DLCA as an example of such a model for the discussion, but one has to keep an open mind for
othermodelsby which colloidal aggregation can bemodelled.

(3)
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2.2.4 Scaling indiffusion-limited clusteraggregation
The aim of this study is to determine, describe and understand the formation and the structure of
particle gels. The DLCA-model helps us to understand the formation of aparticle gel consisting of
tenuous fractal clusters. For clusters of various size and mass we expect, analogous to (1), the
following scaling:

«M=«o-^J
In Equation (4) n is the number of particles contained in a cluster of radius r. The radius of the
particles is a, n0 i s a dimensionless proportionality constant (generally of order unity - the actual
value of n0 depends on thedefinition of r used) and d{ thefractal dimensionality. Equation (4)can
be used to describe clusters produced by any aggregation mechanism; its useis byno means limited
to the DLCA-algorithm. For spherical, close packed clusters df equals 3 and n0 equals <pc , the
volumefraction of closepacking.
For spherical objects thechoice of r may beobvious, for anisometric clusters various definitions of
theradius can beused, and thechoice isreflected inthevalue of « 0• If w e t a k e f° r instance aneedleshaped cluster (df =1)consisting of onerowof particles,anddefine r asitsgyration radius,then n0
equals VÎ2. If we define r simply half its length, then n0 equals 1/2. For the fractal of figure 2.2,
usingL/2for r, n0 equals 1/2. The value of n0 isvery important inunderstanding measured dataon
cluster sizes;wewilladdress thispoint later.
Thescaling relation asdefined inequation (4)isvalid for asetof clustersofvarious sizeandmass.If
one can measure these quantities for a large number of clusters a simple log-log fit of the data will
directly yield the parameters as defined. In practice these figures are hard to obtain; apart from
computer simulations it is generally impossible. Moreover in the gelled system one studies a single
cluster only, inwhich,although itisbuiltof fractal subclusters,theidentity of these clusters hasbeen
lost. The point now is that one may determine the fractal properties of a cluster alternatively by a
version of theso-called sandbox method12.Inthis method oneconsidersthenumber of particles n(r)
in a sphere of radius r around any particle of the cluster. Simple linear regression on log(n ) versus
log(r ) yields the parameters one seeks. Particles near tips in relatively void regions will have low
values of n 0 , while particles in dense parts of the cluster can give values up to the close packing
limit.By pre-averaging of the n(r)over all particles one finds average values for the fit parameters.
In fact this averaging process amounts to calculating the scaling of integrated pair correlation
function. Later we will directly use the scaling of the pair correlation function, which inmany cases
can relatively easily be determined experimentally, to find the fractal dimensionality of real gels.
(Note that in some versions of the sandbox method one takesthe centre of mass of the cluster asthe
origin for calculating n(r).Though this may yield values for the dimensionality and the intercept by
fitting to alinear regime,these valuesdepend strongly on the specific shape of thecluster. Moreover
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they cannot directly be related to the scaling of the pair correlation function.) For the computer
simulations we will use the sandbox method to determine the momentaneous structure of the
developing system. Now assume we have a system which is aggregating into clusters that scale
exactly asequation (4),with n0
0.4 and d{ =1.8 according to theDLCA model we have defined
before.
-
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Figure2.7:Fractal scalinginDLCA
In our fractal aggregation model (FAM) at a certain time t during the aggregation process the
function n(r ) calculated according to the sandbox method for a destabilised system at volume
fraction (p is given in figure 2.7.For low values of r wesee a fractal regime which ends at the size
of the average cluster in the system (wehave neglected effects of monomers, which have zero close
neighbours and hence suppress n 0 ). Athigh values of r wehavethehomogenous regime,where the
number of neighbouring particles simply scales with the volume of the surrounding sphere, the
prefactor thenbecomes thevolume fraction.
n(r)= q>
Inbetween thesetworegimes there willbeacross-over, whichdependsonthedetailsof the diffusion
and aggregation process; this cross-over is omitted from figure 2.7 for the sake of simplicity. If all
clusters have equal size, and are equally spaced, there would be a horizontal line in the cross-over
regime. In amore random system, with clusters of various sizes and shape, thecross-over would be
moregradual.Because of the finite timethehomogeneous regimeisalwaysreached atsomefinite r.
When the clusters grow further, the value of rla at which the fractal regime crosses over to the
homogenous regime increases, but that growth is limited. Once the average volume fraction inside
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the clusters reaches that of theoverall system,the individual clusters cannot grow further. They start
overlapping, and form agel.When the fractal regime reaches the homogeneous regime this situation
happens.If the fractal regime extends allthe way tothe homogeneous regime,the cross-over regime
is reduced to theintersection point of thetwo lines (as itis drawn in figure 2.7).This point, orrather
the radius corresponding to it, is called the correlation length £ of the gel. It is an indication of the
average size of the aggregates close togelation. In actual orsimulated systems gelation will occurat
a somewhat earlier stage, and there will be a finite cross-over regime left. Nevertheless the
correlation length can be defined for such systems by linear extrapolation of the fractal and
homogeneous scalingregime totheintersection point.
The above is an illustrative exercise to investigate the scaling of a system aggregating as described.
In reality diffusion and detailed interaction effects willplay arole in, for instance, the scaling in the
cross-over regime.Another difference withDLCAisthatthebond between twoparticles of different
clusters that unites them intoasingle oneingeneral isnot asrigid as assumed in figure 2.6,norneed
the bonding process be so irreversible. Bond reversibility and flexibility are two phenomena by
means of which the system can further diminish itsfree energy.Wewill now look intothese in some
moredetail.

2.2.5 Aggregation and reorganisation
The aggregation as given by DLA and DLCA-algorithms is purely irreversible. Once two particles
haveformed abond,thisbond ispermanent.Thismeansthat when small clusters aggregatetoform a
larger cluster, the (fractal) geometry of the smaller clusters is maintained. Wehave seen earlier that
irreversibility can hinder phase separation ofthermodynamically unstable systems (section 2.1.3).On
the other hand the DLCA model, which is based on strictly irreversible reactions, will not apply
exactly ifthere iseven asmall amount ofreversibility, andothertypesof structure willbethe result.
The effect of reversibility on the geometry of clusters has been tested in a number of computer
simulations that are derived from the DLCA-algorithm. It has been shown13"15 that reversible
bonding results inafractal dimensionality larger than theDLCA-dimensionality,and increasing with
time. The reverse is found in a simulation where DLCA-aggregates are reformed and compactified
after they are formed16: here a decreasing df is found. A different approach is a modified DLCAtype scheme, in which upon collision abond is formed with probability p. It isfound that whenp is
taken very small,theclusters arestill fractal objects with df=2.1independent of thediffusion scaling
exponent or time.This limit is called Reaction Limited Cluster Aggregation (RLCA). For larger p,
d{ remains equal to the DLCA-dimensionality. It should be noted that once a bond is formed in
RLCA, itwill neverbreak.
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It appears that if the DLCA-algorithm iscomplicated by introducing reversibility or reorganisation,
universal fractal scaling with a constant d{ does not hold anymore. In the literature, the effects of
reversibility or reorganisation on the value of d{ are not yet fully understood. Furthermore, in
studying this non-universal scaling the attention is focused on thevalue of d{, whereas the valueof
n 0 , which forms the connection between scaling and absolute values, is often assumed to be merely
anunimportant constant oforderunity.When universal fractal scalingdoesnothold,thisneed notbe
thecase.
Let us have a closer look of the effect of reorganisation on our fractal aggregation model. The
introduction of a different phenomenon also introduces a different time scale. It now becomes
necessary to specify which isthe faster process.Weconsider thecase where the binding takes place
irreversibly but thebondsformed arehighly flexible.Forlowvolume fraction thismeans that trimers
after formation will reorganise into compact triangles before they bind to a different cluster. Thus
compact small clusters areformed. At somepoint theflexibility ofthe single bond will notallow for
afull reorganisation into acompact object, for instance theformation ofmultiple bondsbetween two
compact clusters may stop the process. At that point we regain aFAM, but now with much larger
objects.Ifwewaituntilthesystemhasgelled,thesandbox plotwilllooklikefigure2.8.

closepacked- '

'homogeneous

Figure2.8:BoundsinDLCA.
Infigure2.8 there are three regimes,onecompact homogenous regime at small rat volume fraction
q) ,afractal scaling regime starting atthesize rQ of the average compactcluster from which thegel
isbuild andending atthe (now much larger) correlation length, and ahomogeneous random regime
with volume fraction <p at high r. Again in real systems and simulations all cross-overs will be
gradual, both in the regimes found and in the aggregation andreorganisation mechanism. Important
is that at short range, due to the bond flexibility, the system adapts to the dense phase one would
expect tofindfrom thermodynamic arguments.
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Instead of making specific assumptions on the values of d{ and n 0 , it is also possible to simply
measure both parameters from afit of the fractal scaling region in n(r)\ figures 2.7 and 2.8 illustrate
how this should be done. In the above we have introduced the parameter r0; clearly, for a
reorganising system r0canbecomemorethanjust oneparticleradius.Wecandetermine r0 fromd{
and «Qfollowing theconstruction offigure2.8:
f

\l/(3-rf f )
»0 '

y<PcpJ

(6)

Analternative formulation ofthescalingrelation (4)nowbecomes:

"w-*Mif
Especially for reversible orreorganising systems, r0will be an interestingparameterto study.If the
system shows substantial compactification duetosomereorganisation process,wemayexpect values
of r0largerthan theprimary particleradius a.

2.3 Conclusions
For the modelling of aggregation and gelation of colloidal particles, we have seen two approaches:
one based on thermodynamics and one on DLCA. The former is appropriate for reversible
aggregation, thelatterfor irreversible aggregation. For alltypesofcolloidal aggregation which arein
between these twoextremes,anunderstanding based onbothapproaches isneeded.
For the modelling of particle gelation wehavechosen DLCA as astarting point. Simultaneously we
can regard thegelling system asanunstable colloid withtwoseparated phases asaminimum in free
energy.Itisclearthat if theclusterscontain someinternal flexibility, thewell-defined tenuous cluster
geometry ofDLCA will not remain intact.Bycompactification atsmall length scales thesystem has
the opportunity to increase r0,but this increase is strongly constrained by the connectedness of the
clusters.
When agel is formed we expect that aspects of the equilibrium phase diagram can still be found up
toa length r0.Considering agel as afrozen non-equilibrium state,the increase of r0 canstill goon
after gelation, depending on flexibility and reversibility of bonds. Therefore by a complicated
pathway,theequilibrium statemay bereached after all.

(7

>

The points mentioned is this chapter form the basis by which we will study and interpret structural
data on particle gels.
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3. Theory of confocal scanning microscopy

3.1 Confocal microscopy
3.1.1 Introduction
The use of microscopy is limited by its resolving power. In colloid chemistry, where one mostly
works with particles of sub-micron size, electron microscopy is widely used. Electron micrographs
are used quantitatively, for instance, in the case of particle sizing, and qualitatively in many other
cases. An important drawback of electron microscopy is that only solid samples can be studied. For
colloids this implies that thecontinuous phasemust either beevaporated orfrozen. Both arerigorous
treatments, and the resulting micrographs may not be fully representative of the structure before
treatment. Light microscopy can be used to study colloids under more gentle conditions. The
resolution however, limited by the wavelength of the light and the aperture of the optical system, is
much less than inelectron microscopy. Both light and electron microscopy often yield transmission
micrographs, which areprojections: the axial (i.e.perpendicular totheplane of view)position of the
visibleobjects isunknown.
In this study confocal scanning light microscopy is used, atechnique that allowsliquid samples tobe
studied without rigorous sample preparation. The greatest advantage of confocal scanning
microscopy is that it enables three-dimensional reconstruction from a series of two-dimensional
micrographs.The success of this reconstruction depends on the resolution of the microscope.In this
chapter we will give a short description of confocal scanning microscopy, including relevant
operational parameters, after which wewill derive aquantitative relation describing image formation
and resolution using three dimensional point spread functions. Finally, we will describe methods
based upon Fourier Transformation that can be used to enhance the resolution, especially the axial
resolution, of aconfocal microscope, without amplifying noise.In thenext chapter we willapply the
methoddescribed heretovarioussamplesofparticlegels.

3.1.2Experimental setup
Confocal microscopy uses laser light as a source.Most common is fluorescence confocal scanning
microscopy, where the sample is labelled with a fluorochrome and the emitted light is detected. A
laser beam is pointed at a very small aperture, the source pinhole, which in good approximation
constitutes apoint source.Alens focuses it on apoint Finthe sample.This lens isaligned in sucha
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way that theimage of F,F, coincides with another aperture (hence thename confocal), the detector
pinhole,whereaphotomultipliertubemeasurestheintensity.Thesetupis illustrated inFigure3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic picture ofaconfocal microscope.
Theeffect of this alignment isthat thelight emitted from any other position than Fis not focused on
the detector pinhole, and will reach the photomultiplier tube with considerable less intensity. To
ensure that only the light emitted by the fluorochrome reaches the detector pinhole, a filter block is
used, which contains adichroic mirror and two block filters. Thedichroic mirror is used as abeamsplitter; in combination with the filters it reflects the light with excitation wavelength Aex from the
source pinhole onto the lens and into the sample, but transmits the emitted light with wavelength
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Aem. Forcommon fluorochromes likerhodamine Bandfluorescein,ready-to-use filter blocks canbe
plugged into themicroscope.
Aconfocal micrograph can beobtained by movingeithertheobject orthelaserbeam,thus producing
ascanning micrograph.In most confocal microscopes,including the oneusedin this study, the laser
beam scans the plane of view at a fixed axial position using scanning mirrors; one scan can be
considered anoptical section. Scans are stored onacomputer asadigitized matrix of intensities;one
element ofthismatrix iscalled apictureelement orpixel.Byrecording scansatvariousdepths inthe
sample, the three-dimensional structure of the sample can be imaged. Confocal microscopy as
described here is generally referred to as CSLM (confocal scanning laser microscopy), although
LSCMisalso used intheliterature.

3.1.3Microscope parameters
Parameters that are important for the resolution are the wavelengths Aex and A em , the magnifying
power and the numerical aperture (NA) of the lens. Also important is the pixel size, as this sets a
lower limit to the resolution. The pixel size is determined by the scanned area and the number of
pixels used for storage.
Other parameters are: pinhole sizes, illumination intensity and photomultiplier tube settings. We
assume the detector pinhole small enough to be approximated by a point. The size of the detector
pinhole can be increased to obtain a stronger signal,but the integration over the pinhole area would
very much complicate the relation between the signal measured at the detector and the intensities in
the sample. In the case of a weak signal, the illumination intensity can be increased, at the risk of
photobleaching of the fluorochrome. In digitization of the matrix of intensities, only a limited
number of levels are used (normally 256).The photomultiplier tube settings (i.e.baseline signal and
amplification) areadjusted insuch awaythatallavailablelevelsareusedasefficiently aspossible.

3.2 Imageformation inconfocal scanning microscopy
3.2.1 Introduction
Small objects can be imaged under a microscope regardless of their size. An object much smaller
than the wavelength used would still giveriseto aspot on amicrograph, only the size of this spot is
no longer a correct measure of the size of the particle. As it appears, the particle becomes smeared
over an area which can beconsiderably larger than its size.Thedistance of smearing is ameasureof
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the resolving power of the microscope: a microscope with high resolving power smears a small
object only overasmall distance,sothattwoobjects closetogether can stillberecognized asdistinct
objects.When lenses areused,theresolving powerdepends strongly onthenumerical aperture.
The aimof this section isto find aquantitative description of smearing. Wewill seethat this is
possible with theuseof Fourier methods; appendices Al andA2give abrief reference to these,
adaptedtotheiruseinthisspecific situation.

3.2.2 Imageformation influorescence microscopy
In describing theinteraction between matter and radiation inside amicroscope, wewill useposition
vectors r forthedistribution ofmatter through space, andwave vectors kforthedescription ofthe
incident andemitted light.Thewave vectork points inthedirection ofpropagation; itscomponents
kx, k and kz areexpressed in reciprocal metres. The "reciprocal length" \k\of a wave vector
describing arayof light is 2KIX, with Athewavelength of thelight. Thespace spanned byall
possible wavevectorsiscalled&-space,orreciprocal space1.
We consider a fluorescent sample illuminated bya single monochromatic rayof light with wave
vector kr The light is re-emitted by a fluorochrome molecule at position r as a single
monochromatic rayoflight with wavevector kd. Monochromatic light means that \k\ =k0 is fixed.
Thefieldatthedetectorisbuildupfrom theinterference offluorescent lightfrom variousmolecules.
Thephasedifferences areincluded inthe field
U(ki,kd,r) =U0ei{k^k"Hr~f)
whereƒisthepresent focal pointinthesample(FinFigure 3.1).Arbitrarily, wehavesetthephaseof
afluorochrome moleculea t /tozero.Thefactor U0 in(1)containstheamplitudeoftheradiation,the
distance between the object and the detector, and parameters depending specifically on the
interaction process.Weassume t/0 tobeidentical forallfluorochrome molecules inthesample.In
(1),thefield isgivenincomplexnotation;thisisallowedprovided thatmeasurablequantitiesderived
from (1), like the detected intensity, are real numbers. The intensity, as measured with a
photomultiplier tube,isproportional to |JJ| 2 .Equation (1)doesnotcontain atime-dependence: as all
fields (orrather intensities) arestudied inamicroscope over time scales much longer than theratio
(wavelength /light speed),wewill restrict ourselvestothe position andwavevectordependenciesin
the field.
In aconfocal microscope, acone of light focused onthepoint Finthesample causes illumination
from many different angles ki dependingontheaperture angleofthe lensused.Also,many detected

(1)
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rays with wave vectors kd come together in the point F. Equation (I) contains the contribution of
one incident ray of light, one fluorochrome molecule, and one detected ray of light. To obtain the
field in F', the contributions of all fluorochrome molecules, all k{ and all kd must be summed. We
can writethissummation asanintegration byintroducingthreedistribution functions.
The first function describes the spatial distribution of fluorochrome molecules. This function a(r)
equals 1 if there is afluorochrome molecule atpositionr, and 0otherwise. Onecan consider a(r) as
a "black-and-white picture"of the structure.
The second function describes the distribution of plane waves with which the sample is illuminated.
For aray with wave vectorA:, thedistribution function W\(k) equals 1 if the wave vectork is partof
the illumination cone,and 0otherwise. For monochromatic radiation, W\(k)can be equal to 1 only
for wave vectors with IA:I = k0;therefore allnon-zero points of W^(k) lie on asphere inÄ-spacewith
radius k0.
Assuming an aberration-free lens, W\(k)is only determined by k0 and the aperture angle a, as
indicated in Figure 3.2, with the positive z-axis directed from the light source to F. Indicated is a
sphere with centre Fand radius (\/k0) and two vectors vpointing in the propagation direction of the
rays by which the sample isilluminated, with length (\/k0). All illumination vectors vtogether form
a spherical cap (drawn bold) bounded by the illuminating cone with top angle (2a), with a the
aperture angle of the lens. In thek-space, all nonzero points of W^k) form the equivalent of this
spherical cap.
Lens

Figure 3.2:Construction ofthedistribution function W^(k).
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The last function WD(k), thedistribution function for detected wave vectors,isdefined analogously
to Wj(Jfc).
Using the three distribution functions, thefield inF',which we denote by U(f), can be written asa
triple integral: once over Euclidean space (all fluorochrome molecules) and twice over fc-space
(illuminating anddetectedradiation):
U(f) = U0j^a(r)Wl(kOWD(kd)ei{k<-k^r-^dkidkd

(2)

During ascan intheCSLM,thepointƒ is moved through the sample.The structure itself,or a(r) in
(2), isfixed. At agiven/, themeasured intensity isgivenby:
Kf) =U*{f)U(f)

(3)

where U denotesthecomplexconjugate of U.Substitution of (3)yieldsasixfold integral:

/(ƒ)=[t/<;•J j"J « V )•Hf(*i')•W£(*d')•e-'^'-V)(''-.Odr'dfcj'dV
(4)

U

a{r) Wl{kl} WD(kd}

'[ ° 'JJJ '

'

d)(r f )drdk dk

'^ ~* "

id

Equation (4) may appear complex, butwe will restructure it in aform which not only makes it more
readable,butalsomoreclearly displaystherelevantphysical phenomena.
As the functions a and Ware real functions, a -a and W =W. A further simplification comes
from the fluorescence process. As the fluorescence decay time (typically of the order of 10~ s) is
much largerthan theratio(wavelength /light speed)andvaryingthroughout thesample,the radiation
from different fluorochrome molecules willbecompletely incoherent.Theconsequence of thisisthat
in(4),contributions to /(ƒ) from pointsr andr'mustbe added asintensities, ratherthanamplitudes,
unlessr =r'.Thisreduces (4)to:
I(f) =

U*0U0^a2(r)dr

l\

Wl(k1)Wl(kl')ei{k<-k>')ir-f)dkidki'

•J\wD(kd) •WD(fcd')

•e,(k^k^r-f)ûkiûki'

Wenowdefine thefunction T(k), which isanautocorrelation function ofW:

(5)
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T{k)=[w(u)W(u-k)du

(6)

By using (6) the double integrals over the Ä-space in (5) can be simplified. When we use the
substitutions u = k' and v=k'-k wearrive at:
f IV(Jfc)•W(k')•ei{k~k' Hr~f)dkdk' =- f fW(u- v)•W(u)• e'rif-r)dudv
(V)
iv( r)

1

=- fT{v)•e f- dv =- (In)- f(r - ƒ)
with t(k) theinverseFourier transform of T(k).
Using theabove substitution on VVD andthesubstitutions u=k and v—k -k' on Wjweobtain:
Kf) =IU0 I2 ilK)-2 •ja2(r)

fx{r-f)-

fD(f-r)dr

=\U0\2 (2K)-2 •[a2 ®(fvfD)\(f)

(8)

In (8), the symbol ® is shorthand for convolution or smearing, which is explained in some more
detail in Appendices Al and A2. The implication of (8) is that in fluorescence-CSLM the field
measured in F' is a spatially smeared version of the true structure a (because a only takes on the
values 1or 0, a1 ~a). The degree of smearing in (8) is given quantitatively by inverse Fourier
transforms of T(k) (defined in (6)) for theincident and detected light.The knowledge of 7i(&) and
TD(k) is the basis to a quantitative understanding of resolution, and to all image restoration
techniques.

3.2.3Degreeofsmearing:point spread function
To find an expression for 7"j(A:) we have to calculate the autocorrelation of W\(k)as defined in (6).
Aswe have seen inFigure 3.2, W\(k)isaspherical capwith topangle 2a and radius k0^= 2nlXx,
with A| the wavelength of the incident light. The autocorrelation of W^k) can be calculated
analytically, asexplained inAppendix A.3.Theresulting T\(k)is:
Tl(k) = Ti(k,e) = 2-korK-ncCos[

(k•cos(0)+2•kni•cos(a)^
J; * > 0
2.ko].K^n(9)

(9)
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with

K= i l

(k/k0lf

(10)

In (9),k is represented in polar coordinates k and 0, with & = |fc|and 0 the angle with the £z-axis,
which is directed from the light source to the sample. When the spherical caps coincide, T^k)
becomes thesurface areaofeithersphericalcap:
r,(0) = 2w-(l-cos(a))

(11)

This results in adiscontinuity in the 0-coordinate of Tyik)for k =0. Theinverse Fourier transform
of Ti(k), however, remains acontinuous function.
Figure 3.3gives anexample of 7J(*) for a 1.4 NA lens with Aj=540nm.Shown are cross-sections
of T{(k) in the (kz = 0)-plane and the (k = 0)-plane respectively. Greyscales are used to indicate
the value of 7j(fc) with white as maximum and black as zero level.The halfwidth of the function in
Figure 3.3a is0.6 nm~ .

• e^|i>«!ll!i|3r:;*|»-:

(a) r,(*) in kz = 0-plane

(b) T}(k) in ky = 0-plane

Figure 3.3: 71(*) forNA=1.4 and Aj=540nm.

As the spherical caps W{ and WD only differ in radius, the function 7j-,(A:) is also calculated using
(9) and (10),only with k0D used instead of k0,. The combination h(r)= \(r)• Tu(r) is called the
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point spread function2 or PSF for fluorescence CSLM: when an infinitesimal object is studied with
fluorescence CSLM, the measured three dimensional intensity pattern is proportional to h(r). The
PSF for a 1.4NA lens using rhodamine B as fluorochrome excited at the maximum excitation line
(Aex =540nm; Aem =625nm)wascalculated using (9);theresult isgiven inFigure 3.4.Shown are
cross-sections of the PSF in the image plane and a plane perpendicular to the image plane.
Greyscales areused toindicate thevalue of thePSFwith white asmaximum andblack aszero level.
InFigure 3.4b,thehalfwidth is 130nminthejc-directionand 360nminthez-direction.

(a)PSFinimage plane

(b)PSF 1 imageplane

Figure 3.4:Point Spread Function for rhodamine;NA= 1.4.

An important feature of the PSF for confocal scanning microscopy is its anisotropy: the axial (i.e.
perpendicular to the image plane) smearing extends over a larger distance than the smearing in the
image plane; in other words the axial resolving power is less than the lateral resolution. Any finite
resolution micrograph is a smeared version of the structure which is studied; the three dimensional
PSFtellsus quantitatively over whatdistancethestructurebecomes smeared.
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3.3Deconvolution
3.3.1 Introduction
The resolution of the CSLM micrographs, especially in the axial direction, can be greatly improved
when the smearing process is inverted by digital image processing. This inversion process is called
deconvolution of the PSF. Deconvolution is usually done with the help of Fourier methods: The
Fourier convolution theorem states that if ameasured function g is aconvolution of the uncorrupted
signal s andaPSF h, s canberegainedinFourier spacebyasimpledivision (seeA2).
g = s®h

<=> 5 = 4

(12)
h

The circumflex accent indicates the Fourier transform of a function. This deconvolution scheme,
which is called inverse filtering, is easily implemented for a measured dataset g provided h is
known.Thenecessary Fourier transforms canbecalculated usingfast Fourier-transform methods.

3.3.2Constrained deconvolution
The Fourier transform s(k) of a smooth, square integrable function will allways become 0for large
pfc|.Normally, g in (12) becomes 0at smaller |A:|than h, so the ratio in (12) will always converge.
Problems arise, however, when g is subject to noise. Uncorrelated ("white") noise, which has a
constant spectrum, will always lead to a nonzero tail in g, which becomes amplified beyond
proportion when h becomes 0 at large |&|.As aconsequence, the deconvolved micrograph severely
suffers from noise. An improved deconvolution scheme3 is called constrained deconvolution which
allows for adiscrepancy between g and s®h caused bynoise:
j"(g(r)-[s®fc](r)) 2 dr =£
with £ defined as the total amount of noise in one micrograph. In most cases £ is not known. Even
when £ is known exactly, an infinite set of functions s satisfies Equation (13); a deconvolution
scheme based upon (13) must therefore be closed with an additional constraint. A standard
assumption, though not necessarily correct, is that s, the uncorrupted signal, must be relatively free
of noise. Noise is normally characterized by short wavelength fluctuations; we will design a short
wavelength fluctuation response function L for s, and define e' to be the total amount of short
wavelength fluctuations inone micrograph.

(13)
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:J([.ç<8>L](r))2dr

(14)

A good choice for L is to make the convolution s ® / , an approximation of V s, so noise
suppression will not directly affect intensity gradients. For digitized pictures this can be achieved by
giving L the form illustrated in Figure 3.5 (in one dimension). The distance Ais chosen equal to the
pixel size. This choice for L is called the Laplace filter.

A
L(x)

-

3

-

2

-

1

0

1

2

3

x/A
Figure 3.5: Laplace filter.
The deconvolution scheme now becomes: find a minimum in e'+ß •e with \i a positive number
regulating the relative importance of £ and e' in the minimalisation procedure. In this
minimalisation s is varied; e and e' are functionals of s. The Euler-Lagrange equation for the
minimalisation is:

^([s®L]2+n[g-(s®h)]2)

=0

(15)

Differentiation with respect to the function s yields:
(s <8> L® L)+ ß[(g ®h)-(s®h®h)]

=0

(16)

Fourier transformation of (16) gives an expression for s:
gh
K-LL + hh
with K= 1/(i. We can see that for K=0 the inverse filtering scheme is recovered. For increasing K,
s will decay faster from s(0) to 0. For very large K, only s(0) will be nonzero; the corresponding s

(17)
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is a constant. We see that, as could be expected, K sets the smoothness for 5 obtained by
deconvolution. Ageneral prescription for Kcannot begiven; thestrategy wewill useis tochooseK
closeto0,but largeenough toavoid thenoiseamplification ininverse filtering.
FortheLaplace-filter, \L{r)àr = L(0)=0.Therefore in(17),regardlessof K:

(18)

s(0)=^21

V

h(0)
Hence, in deconvolution, the total intensity in the picture is diminished by a factor equal to the
integrated PSF.Thisdiminishing doesnotdepend onnoise.
Equation (17) can be directly applied to digitized pictures using discrete Fourier transforms. After
deconvolution using (17), the resolution in the restored micrograph will now be determined by Ksmoothness and round-off errors. Because the actual PSF cannot be known exactly, there will in
practice alwaysbesomeresidual smearing after deconvolution withtheapproximatePSF.

3.4Analysis ofCSLM micrographs
3.4.1 Density autocorrelation function
For a CSLM micrograph, a straightforward way to generalise the structure is a calculation of the
fluorochrome density autocorrelation function (DACF) c(r), which isdefined as:
{p(r')p(r' +r))r,
c(r)="r ,
2 "

(19)

where p{r') is the fluorochrome density at position r', and <...>r< denotes an average over all
positions r' in the micrograph. (p(r'))r,, or simply <p >,is the average density. In the analysis of
CSLMimages, measured intensities aretreated asfluorochrome densities.Moreover, weassume that
the density of fluorochrome is simply proportional to the density of colloid material. c(0) is given
by:
([PCO] 2 ),

(p(r'))l

<p2>

<P>2

Foralldensity distributions otherthan uniform, <p > islargerthan <p > .
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When we study the correlation between p(r') and p(r'+r), it will be maximal for r =0. In a
disordered system, p(r') and p(r'+r) will become more uncorrelated the larger \r\becomes. In the
limit for infinite \r\they willbecompletely uncorrelated:

,.

, , (P(r"))r' (P^r

hm c(r) =
W-»-

<P>2

, -=
<P(r")),.

,

9=1
<P>

,~„
(21)

Bydefinition, for anisotropic structure, c(r) becomes c{r).

3.4.2 DACFand paircorrelation function
In interpreting the structure of a colloid, we are interested in the distribution of particles through
space rather than in the distribution of densities through space.The former is described by the pair
correlation function g(r). The connection between c(r) and g(r) for a noise-free micrograph of a
homodisperse colloid containing N particles in a volume V,as explained in Appendix A4, is given
by:
c(r) =-J£•/»(!•)+[g®/>](!•)

(22)

The implication of (22) is that for larger, c(r) is asmeared version of g(r). The smearing function
P(r) is the DACF of an isolated single particle. For the local density p(r) within a single particle
(with itscentreof massplaced ontheorigin)itis:
P(r) =mp2[p®p](r)
where m_=\p(r)dr is the mass of one particle. The integral \P{r)âr equals 1.Note that the total
smearing range is proportional to twice the size of asingle particle. Alternatively one could use the
massdistribution within theparticle todescribethefluorochrome density distribution insideparticles.
The discrepancy between c{r) and g{r) is important in interpreting CSLM micrographs of colloids.
The smearing of g(r) makes it impossible to interpret the DACF on small length scales, and on
length scales where there are strong oscillations in g(r). Note that the finite size and the finite
resolution have the same effect on g(r), and both could in principal be removed by deconvolution
techniques.
When thecolloidal particles aresmall with respect tothepixel size,thesmearing with P(r) becomes
unimportant. Here,theDACFcan beconsidered amultiple paircorrelation function: twoparticles at

(23)
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position r' and three particles at position r'+rcontribute six particle pairs atseparation vectorr tothe
average in (19).On length scales much longer than one pixel,theDACFisequal to g(r).
For an increasing pixel size,however, thestructural information on which thedeconvolution mustbe
based also decreases, which leads to improper deconvolution with residual smearing. The best, but
not the most economic option would be tochoose the smallest possible pixel size and only interpret
theDACFat large r. This meansthattheamount of datathat canbe handled byboth the microscope
and thedeconvolution software should besubstantial.

3.4.3 Fractal scalingintheDACF
In the case of a fractal structure, the DACF exhibits fractal scaling. We will start by deriving an
expression for scaling in g(r). As seen in Chapter 2(equation 7),for fractal scaling in acolloid, the
number of particles within range of anotherparticle n(r) obeysthefollowing scalingregion:

n(r)=4

W

^ |1^(1X11=^^]'^] '

(25)

0

with <pcp the volume fraction of close packing, r0the fractal lower cutoff, a the particle radius and
df thefractal dimensionality. From (25)wecan derivethescalingin g(r) inthefractal region:

in which (pQ is the overall volume fraction of particles in the system. We see that in the fractal
scaling region, g(r) isadecreasing function (d{ <3),from which df canbecalculated by applyinga
double logarithmic fit. When the measured DACFis asubstantially smeared version of g(r), aswill
be the case without deconvolution, applying alogarithmic fit to c(r) instead can yield an incorrect
value for df.
In the logarithmic fit, alsothe fractal lower cutoff r0 canbe determined. Using apixel size Apix, the
fractal scaling in c(r/A pix ) isgivenby:

c(r/Apnix
l x );

^~d'

dfq>c

'

3ç>0
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'

V>"

(27)
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From (27) we see that in a logarithmic tit, once df is determined from the slope, r() can be
determined from the intercept, given <p and <p().

3.5Discussion and conclusions
In this chapter the basis is presented for the use of confocal scanning microscopy as a tool to study
the structure of particle gels, and particularly the fractal scaling in particle gels. However promising
the "direct measurement of structure" may seem, or however informative the micrographs may
appearto theeye,agood quantitative structural analysis ofacolloid isonly possible if themainthree
problems areunderstood andovercome:
1.Smearing ofthestructure with ananisotropic PSFinthemicroscope;
2.Noiseeffects inthedeconvolution;
3. Adiscrepancy between the DACFand g(r).
It is described above how this can be done in principle. It should be noted that the optical treatment
contains anumberof ideality assumptions.Firstly itisassumed thattheoptical system used showsno
aberration. Chromatic aberrations can in principle be treated in the calculation of the PSF2, but this
makes an analytical derivation impossible. Experimental determination of the PSF suggests the
presence of aberrations4. Measuring the PSF by deconvolution, however, is not easy: the
measurements must be done very carefully and noise effects influence the measured PSFjust as in
the deconvolution in this chapter. In our work, we have chosen not to measure the PSF,but assume
that aproperdeconvolution can beexecuted using asimple model with asonly parameters theNAof
the lens, the wavelengths used, and a smoothness parameter K. In 4 , the authors mention a strong
sensitivity of deconvolved pictures to small errors inthePSF.This sensitivity causes noise ("ringing
artefacts") inthepictures.These artefacts werenotobserved inourdeconvolutions.
Secondly, we assume infinitesimally small pinholes, which is in practice untrue. It is relatively
simple to incorporate a finite-sized pinhole in the calculation of the PSF. For a correctly aligned
CSLM (i.e.with minimal pinhole size),however, afinite-sized pinhole does not affect the resolution
strongly2.The wavelengths used andtheNAofthe lensarefar moreimportant parameters.
The limitation of constrained deconvolution is determined by the value of K in (17). Iterative
procedures to find the optimal K have been suggested3. Wehave followed adifferent scheme,based
upon the insensitivity of the observable we analysed (the DACF) for the choice of the smoothness
parameter.
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Thediscrepancy between theDACFand g(r) could in principle be solved bydeconvolution of P(r)
in (22). We expect this deconvolution to be delicate in practice, especially when the smearing
distance is of pixel order, which will often be the case. Iterative reconstruction algorithms will
probably beasolution tothis.Thispoint meritsfurther study.
Altogether, we have come to an important understanding of ways of improvement of quantitative
confocal scanning microscopy. The treatment of the three problems mentioned requires extensive,
but not impossible numerical calculations. Extrapolating the growth of computational strength
available to the average researcher, however, these calculations will probably become much more
accessible within afew years.
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APPENDICES

Al Convolution
Theconvolution gbetween twofunctions sandhinonedimension isdefined as:

g(t)=js(t')h(t-f)dt'=[s®h](t)

(28)

For convolutions we use the shorthand symbol ®. It can be imagined that aone-dimensional signal
s(t) (Figure 3.6a) is measured with an imperfect detector yielding a smeared version g(t) (Figure
3.6c) of the original. This smearing can be described quantitatively using (28) and a detector
response function h(t). The response function which results in Figure 3.6c is a Gaussian, drawn in
Figure 3.6b.

(a)Truesignal

(b)Response function

(c)Convolution

Figure3.6.Exampleof convolution.

In many cases a measured signal can be described as a convolution between the true signal and a
measurement response function. In thisexample the halfwidth of the response function is ameasure
of the degree of smearing. A special limiting case is the response function that would cause no
smearing at all; this is called the Dirac delta function. TheDirac delta function in Figure 3.6 would
be a Gaussian with zero halfwidth and, as a consequence, the value infinity at its maximum. It is
clearthatdetectors with aresponselikethisareunrealisableinpractice.

